UNIT 3: Which Black Cat best represents how you are feeling at the START of today’s Group Chat?

Black Cat Image 1: A fluffy black cat is sitting on a white fuzzy surface with its arms and legs tucked under its body. The black cat’s eyes are prominently staring at the camera.

Black Cat Image 2: A black cat is waving with its arms up in the air. The waving motion causes the image to be blurry. The black cat’s facial features are all blended into the black fur except for two tiny dots for its front teeth.

Black Cat Image 3: A black cat is moving quickly, causing the picture to be extremely blurry. The cat’s eyes and mouth are visible in streaky lines.

Black Cat Image 4: A black cat is yowling. Its eyes are two big white dots due to the camera reflection.

Black Cat Image 5: A black cat is standing so that it looks like a crow. It is leaning its head back to look up at the camera, and only one ear and eye are immediately observable against the rest of the black fur. The observable eye and ear look like one side of a crow’s face with one eye and the side of the beak.

Black Cat Image 6: A black cat is lying on its back at the top of a cat tower. Its arms and legs are sprawled out and the cat’s head hangs off the side with its mouth wide open.

Black Cat Image 7: A black cat is sitting upright on a bed staring at the camera. The cat’s body almost takes the shape of an oval with its arms and legs protruding in front. Its eyes look like two white dots.

Black Cat Image 8: A black cat is aggressively meowing at something. The picture is dark, so the cat’s body is a blurry shape. Its eyes look like two big white dots and its mouth is wide open with its teeth protruding out.

Black Cat Image 9: A black cat appears to be falling off of a surface as its arms and legs are down ready to land, but its tail is vertical behind it and its fur looks as if it is being blown upward.